
Handbook Overview

Purpose of Handbook

• To distill and consolidate the many recommended practices about teaching and learning

that fill the pages of books, journals, magazines, and research articles and present them in a

practical handbook of ideas that can be used effectively and immediately

• To provide essential strategies for designing and creating effective teaching and learning

opportunities 

• To support new and experienced instructors with a process for revamping an existing

course/class or developing a new course/class that provides steps, questions, clear outlines

and concepts to consider

• To provide examples and information about how to make learning accessible to the great-

est number of people through effectively designing documents, web pages, questions,

online courses, presentations, assignments, and so on.
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Handbook Design

This handbook aims to cover the steps an instructor would go through in planning a course or

upgrading an existing course along with strategies for creating effective learning opportunities and

tips for refining teaching practices. 

The handbook is divided into three sections, each with five chapters. Each section is ordered in a

somewhat chronological manner. The chapters progress from the course planning process, to

strategies for class implementation, and then to suggestions for refinement once a course is under-

way. It is important for each chapter to have a distinct theme and include related sub-sections so

that users can access a chapter with ease when looking for a specific topic. All chapter sub-sections

are listed at the beginning of each chapter in a format showing the relationship among the chapter

contents.

Section I: Preparing and Planning Your Course

The first five chapters delineate a common set

of steps to plan or re-design a course before

stepping into the classroom. The focus of

these beginning chapters is based on deter-

mining what an instructor wants his or her

students to know and be able to do by the end

of the course and then working backward to

plan how to get them there. 

Instructors need to understand the nature of a course and the students who will be taking it. Writ-

ing learning objectives and then choosing appropriate assessment and evaluation methods ensures

a course is focused on student learning and is using measurable and observable methods to assess

that learning. Putting all this pre-planning into an organized schedule allows for easy syllabus, or

course outline development before an instructor delves into lesson details. 

The first five chapters contain steps that are often missed, skipped over, or not given enough atten-

tion by instructors. These chapters provide instructors with helpful information, important ques-

tions to ask themselves, thoughts to ponder, and strategies to help organize course content before

they even meet their students. When a course is well thought-out and planned, there is a higher

rate of success and accomplishment for students and instructors.

Section II: Creating and Designing Learning Opportunities and Experiences

The middle five chapters focus on the

mechanics of planning and delivering a class

along with how to interact with students.

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 delve into more detailed

planning and course design while taking into

account the needs of students.

1: Understanding Your Course & Students

2: Determining Goals & Learning Objectives

3: Aligning Assessment & Evaluation

4: Developing Course Content & Structure

5: Preparing Your Useful Syllabus

6: Making Learning Accessible

7: Choosing Teaching & Learning Strategies

8: Planning Your Classes

9: Starting with a Full First Day 

10: Building Rapport & Managing the Class
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This section begins with a unique chapter on

making learning accessible and utilizes a variety

of principles and practices to make content,

concepts, and class activities available to more

learners. Next, a comprehensive chapter on

teaching and learning activities demonstrates

that lecturing is only one strategy and there exist

so many more ways to engage students in power-

ful learning experiences. The template intro-

duced in the class planning chapter gives

instructors a framework for organizing and devel-

oping learning activities. 

Often, inexperienced instructors squander the first class by just handing out the syllabus, talking a

bit about the course, and then letting students out early. The chapter on the first class outlines why

the first day is so important and how imperative it is to set the correct tone and expectations

related to how the course will be conducted. The last chapter in this section provides many tips and

ideas for building rapport with students. The greater the rapport an instructor has with his or her

class the easier it is to manage when challenging situations, problems, and unexpected circum-

stances arise. 

Section III: Refining and Improving Strategies and Resources

The last five chapters focus on topics that an

instructor can read after they have a good

solid start to teaching.

Chapter 11 focuses on supporting students

through small and easy-to-implement addi-

tions to the class. This chapter also represents

a fairly unique component rarely found in

instructor handbooks. With so many unprepared and at-risk students  in today’s classrooms, this

chapter outlines simple tips and ideas for instructors to implement to help support them in their

learning. So often the literature focuses on the out-of-classroom support and institutional academic

support centers that exist for students, rather than on the strategies that can be used within the

class. Ideas on how to structure a class to support effective note-taking, concept acquisition, and

creation of study notes will help all students in their learning. These simple ideas are not hard to

add to a teaching repertoire and will benefit students in so many ways!

The other chapters, dealing with topics such honing skills in asking effective questions and writing

solid test questions, are important but come after the basics have been established. Additionally,

there is a chapter on designing print and digital materials to assist instructors with instructional

design principles as they relate to learning and how the brain understands images, text and digital

media. Finally, there is a chapter on the last class. Often forgotten about or used solely to conduct

course/instructor evaluations, the last class should be used to consolidate course information.

11: Supporting Student Success

12: Honing Skills for Effective Questioning

13: Writing Well-Constructed Test Questions

14: Designing Digital & Print Materials

15: Ending the Last Class on a Strong Note
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Chapter Design & Layout 

Each chapter begins with an overview that briefly explains the content of the chapter. Near the end

of each chapter is a top ten takeaway section which summarizes ten key ideas from the chapter.

Also included are some steps to start implementing ideas from the chapter. Resources and links are

provided at the end of each chapter for further learning. 

The book is intentionally visual in nature with a reduced use of paragraphs and prose than is found in

current books and resources. People learn better and with more ease when there are accompanying

graphic elements and page designs that allow the reader to skim content. Text is often arranged in

bullets or short phrases, chunked in smaller sections and has relevant visual images to help the reader

understand the concepts. There are charts and tables, arrows and boxes, circles and triangles, concept

maps and quotation bubbles among the various visual components. These are included to provide

variety in the way information is presented and make this handbook more useful.

Engagement Activities

Additionally, most chapters include checklists, matching activities, true-false statements and ques-

tions to help the reader apply what they are learning and intentionally engage with the content of

the book. The interactive component of this book is not common in other resources. 

Effective learning happens when students have a chance to interact and think about the content.

Similarly, effective  learning about teaching happens when instructors have that same chance;

rather than skimming over large chapters or paragraphs of text, instructors need critical questions

to ponder, case scenarios to solve, and quizzes to explore their understanding and where more time

is required for learning.

Handbook Pathway

This handbook is a pathway to effective teaching,
and yet readers are welcome to wander off the
pathway and access chapters in any order
according to their needs. 

The pathway is just a guide to show a relative
progression from the types of activities one
would do earlier on in designing a course to
those activities that are nice to consider once
you get rolling.  

The following two pages outline the chapter
titles and the essential question(s) that will be
answered within those chapters.
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1: Understanding Your Course & Students

What do you know about your course and your

students?

2: Determining Goals & Objectives

What do you want students to be able to know,

value, and do by the end of the course?

3: Aligning Assessment & Evaluation

What will students demonstrate to indicate they

have accomplished the learning objectives?

4: Developing Course Content & Structure

What topics will you include and what structure

will the course and online components take?

5: Preparing Your Useful Syllabus

How do you prepare the syllabus so that students

can access important details?

6: Making Learning Accessible

How can you design learning opportunities that

are accessible to most students?

7: Choosing Teaching & Learning Strategies

What will students do in and out of class to apply

and learn the content?

8:  Planning Your Classes

What components are necessary for a successful

and well planned class?
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9: Starting With a Full First Day

What introductory activities and learning will

occur on the first day?

10:  Building Rapport & Managing the Class

How are student-teacher connections made to set the

tone for the rest of the course and manage all learners?

11:  Supporting Student Success

What can you do to support students in being

academically successful?

12: Honing Skills for Effective Questioning

How do you design effective questions for elicit-

ing thinking on all levels?

13:  Writing Well-Constructed Test Questions

What are some of the important elements of

well-written test questions?

14:  Designing Digital & Print Materials

What are some tips to aid learning when design-

ing digital slides and handouts?

15: Ending the Last Class on a Strong Note

What should be included in a last class to help

students consolidate the course?
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